• The city is surrounded by the Reikwald forest, home to
many of the Empire’s outcasts. The heavy trade on the
Reik makes it ideal bandit country.
• Most travellers arrive by boat, but some come by the
major roadway stretching north-east to Middenheim, and
south-west to Bretonnia.
• The Reik is the longest and most heavily trafficked
river in the Old World, connecting Altdorf to Nuln in
the south-east and Marienburg in the north-west. This
makes the city a bustling trading port that sees traders
from near and far.

An oracle for In a Wicked Age
or other games, for playing in the city of Altdorf
from the Warhammer Fantasy setting.

by Anders Bohlin

Crown
of the Empire

• Altdorf is home to the Imperial Palace and the great
cathedral of Sigmar. It’s also home to the Altdorf
University, the College of Engineers and the Colleges of
Magic.
• The Empire’s capital is a city of many bridges, built
where the rivers Reik and Talabec join. The city walls
are tall, white and topped with red tiles. Quite a sight for
the approaching traveller, and a formidable defence for
the city.

Altdorf, crown of the Empire
Female Names
Alice Streissener
Andrea Vincencius
Annabella Kursh
Beatke Konig
Beatrix
Benedicta
Berchte Meinhardt
Dora Stammler
Dorthilda Vogel
Edhilda
Frieda Blitzen
Gabrielle Eber
Heile Streicheln
Ilga Frieden
Ilga Unterbaumer
Inga
Isabella Peregrinus
Janna Obel
Karin van Haagen
Karina

Keterlind Tillermann
Klara Prahmhandler
Manith
Margaritha Berg
Margreta Muhl
Marianne
Marlyn
Marte Wurst
Mathilda Halheimer
Natassia Hagen
Olda van Balen
Osanna Hellenboldus
Petronella Gormann
Renata Kreutzhof
Rosamunde
Saskia Post
Sigmaris Obel
Therese
Ulrica Weiller
Wilfrieda Kunz

Places to meet
Bruno’s Brewhouse
The Burning Table
The Lock & Key
The Parrot and Pig

Ruhstatt Cemetary
The Marble Baths
Three Toll Bridge
Vermin Alley

Male Names
Alexander Eshemann
Andreas Meijer
Antonius van Os
Aponymous
Arnout
Axelbrand Wissen
Benedictus Faassen
Benedictus Louter
Berchtoldt
Crispijn Tamboer
Dekmar Moescher
Dietmund
Eberlinus Moescher
Ernestus
Ferdinand Lieb
Foda Merribuck
Frederik Sprong
Guido
Gustaaf van Alphen
Halmut Vonreuter

Hamfast Brunch
Heidric Luft
Hertil Krugen
Jocoff Ulrichus
Jost Mencken
Jurgen Nuhren
Kirstan Busch
Koos van Kempen
Leonardus Herzog
Lorenz Damstadter
Lucas
Nikolaus Marbad
Norbert Remmer
Reinhold
Sander van de Kamp
Seidelman Stolzer
Tobias Lems
Tolman
Urban Pfaffbacher
Willibrord Bergen

Names compiled from:
http://www.malleus.dk/Whfrp/NameGenerator.aspx
Places found on the iAltdorf map:
http://altdorfer.blogspot.se/2012/12/ialtdorf-download.html
Woodcut of München from the Nuremberg Chronicle (1493).

Oracle: Crown of the Empire
Diamonds
A

A noble lady of high morals, fearing her family’s
involvement in unsavoury rituals.

Hearts
A

A seedy tavern, famous for it’s cheap drink.

2

A halfling family offering shelter to a stranger, against
better judgement.

2

A vindictive pharmacist, wronged by many,
administering false medicine.

3

3

A former pit fighter, her freedom newly won, trying to
find honest work.

A ragtag band of mercenaries and camp-followers
turned robbers.

4

4

A rat catcher, his small but vicious dog, and the ghastly
deed they witnessed.

A girl, raised on the streets, young but not easily
fooled.

5

5

A scribe, employed by the Imperial court, turned forger.

A listless woman, then a skilled physician, now a
drunken beggar.

6

The imminent clash of rival Chaos cults.

6

7

A serving wench, mistaken for a boy, offered the chance
of wearing livery.

An initiate of Shallya, goddess of healing and mercy,
and the thief she loves.

7

A busy market square,

8

The chance meeting of rival smugglers, leading to a
fortuitous pact.

8

A cleaning woman, secretly a hedge wizard, attracting
unwanted attention.

9

A sergeant, boastful but honourable, and the soldiers
who follow him.

9

A fortune-teller, telling her middle-class clients mostly
what they want to hear.

10

A squire, accused of committing his master’s crime.

10
J

A drunkards wild tales of ratmen in the sewers.

J

A trader, her pottery not selling, in search of quicker
profits.

Q

Q

A dwarven troll slayer, hair spiked and dyed orange,
stuck in a drunken stupor.

A vampire, discreetly feeding on her beguiled army of
young lovers.

K

K

A watchman, handsomely paid to look the other way.

A band of flagellants arriving on the Middenheim road,
raving of seeing the twin-tailed comet.

Clubs

A riverboat, it’s crew unwitting carriers of disease.

Spades

A

An agitator, condemning the Emperor’s latest decree, and
her wild-eyed followers.

A

A wizard’s apprentice, and the demon begging to be
freed from her master.

2

An alchemist’s apprentice, dabbling in the dark arts,
hoping to bringing his loved one back to life.

2

An assassin and the woman she claims to have
murdered, now her lover in hiding.

3

A professional guide, knowledgeable in all manner of
vices, promising visitors a good time.

3

A string of thefts during a week-long feast in the
honour of the Emperors birthday.

4

A grubby geezer, master of the Beggars’ Guild, beaten
and thrown into the stocks.

4

A priest of Sigmar, and ambitious, out for personal
revenge.

5

A bodyguard, tough and ill-tempered, protecting the
city’s most crooked merchant.

5

A charlatan, dressed in wizard’s robes, peddling
coloured water and powder.

6

A small boat, waiting inconspicuously under the
Eastender bridge.

6

The stolen pistols of a famous duellist.

7

7

A dwarvish engineer, working as stonemason, at odds
with the Dwarven Engineer’s Guild.

A mercenary knight, easily offended, lacking an
employer.

8

8

An entertainer, audacious and confident, and her
dancing bear.

A witch-hunter, secretly stalking his suspect to get at
the cult leader.

9

9

A novice footpad, fleeing desperately after an unwise
ambush.

A trespass between friends, throwing families into a
feud.

10

A halfling cook, prone to poisoning his masters.

10

An amicable gambler, deserter from the Imperial army,
and the bounty hunter on his trail.

J

J

A skilled apothecary, good-hearted and earnest, hiding
her mutation.

A black-cloaked grave robber, and the necromancer she
unwittingly serves.

Q

Q

A worshipper of Chaos, seeking wealth and power, and
the husband she intends to sacrifice.

A mercenary, his crossbow in hock, trying to clear
his debts.

K

K

An orphanage, run by a local temple, secretly a hotbed
of corruption.

A fortune in counterfeit coins, promising severe
punishment to anyone caught using them.

